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Anime Club

CJSF

By Sofia Rojas and Kalyani Batista

By Andrew Huynh, Josiah Melgoza, and Angel Reyes

Anime Club is a club where you can go to watch
Japanese cartoons and have fun with your friends. Anime
Club meets in room 807. We asked some people who
attend Anime Club a couple of questions, and here are
their answers.
Sophia Sanchez
said, "We watch
anime
and
make posters."
She also said,
"We meet on -~~ii§!~
Wednesdays
and
Fridays."
We also asked
Naomi Martinez why she had decided to join Anime Club,
and she said, "My friends joined it so I wanted to join it
too." Anime Club ends at four o'clock. You can still join
anime club today, so if you're interested, just head on over
to room 807.

C.J.S.F. stands for California Junior Scholarship
Federation. It is a club where in the first trimester, 8th
graders meet every other Wednesday. In January, 7th
graders who have a 3.0 GPA or higher will be allowed to
join if they have no F's or D's from the previous year. The
President
is
Andrea
Munoz, and the Vice
President
is
Audrey
Espinoza. The Treasurer
is Danielle Fuentes, and
the Secretary is Josiah
Melgoza.
On
some
occasions, CJSF meets
every week until the event
they are working on is over. Finally, at the end of the year
the 8th graders will go on a field trip.
CJSF also requires 10 Community Service hours
every trimester. It also helps you get scholarships, and it
will make your application for college look good. C.J.S.F.
helps you in so many ways and it's a very fun experience .

Radical Reveles
By Jesus Lupian, Karla Hueramo, and Janet Figueroa

Drug Awareness
On Friday, October 18th
we interviewed Mr.
Reveles. "I am not currently enrolled in school. I am
presently reviewing doctorate programs." His preferred
interest is UN Resolution 217, that is the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights spearheaded by Ms. Eleanor
Roosevelt. He teaches 8th-grade Social Science and the
Associated Student
Body (ASB).
Mr.
If
Reveles had a pet,
it would be none
other
than
a
In
his
panther.
he '
spare
time,
reads the Bible.
The book of Jonah
is
his
favorite.
Besides reading, he enjoys traveling across our great
country. Last summer he was fortunate enough to travel to
the East Coast, where he visited Washington D.C., Rhode
Island, Philadelphia, New York City, Cooperstown, Niagara
Falls, and Boston.
If Mr. Reveles won one million dollars, he would
create student scholarships for former students, "s.o they
can continue their education on the highest level."
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Red Ribbon Week Activities

By Katherine Bautista and Sophia Sanchez
According to Ms. Sweet, drug awareness is
important. "It is important for students in sixth, seventh,
and eighth to learn about the dangers of it. I would make it
more impossible to get access to them," she said. When
asked about student knowledge of drugs, Ms. Sweet said,
"I don't think
students
know
how
dangerous
drugs can be,
especially for
those who are
smaller in size
or
frame."
One student
said
when
questioned about reporting drug use, "I wouldn't do
anything because I am not them." Another girl said, "it
depends where I am at. If I was on the bus, I would do
nothing, but if I see it in public, then I would just walk
away." Another response was that they're bad and they
would never do them.
"Drugs are just stupid," staff member Diego Lopez
said. "I feel that it is necessary that people know what
drugs do to family, friends, and coworkers. A lot of people
know what drugs do. It's messed up that we do things like
that, and so, the drug awareness week to helps people."
He would change drugs to never exist in this world if he
could. Another response was that "some people learn it
from TV or the parents tell them, and that is what this week
is about. To tell kids to say no to drugs." And that is why
you should always say no to drugs!

Football team

Volleyball .Interview

By Jaden Vega and Bryan Jimenez

By Kayla Young

"Winners never quit and quitters never win."
--Coach Ray
Salvador Cervantes likes to play Football because
it's fun, but Salvador also
would like to play basketball
this winter. Salvador plays a
tight end for his position and
he likes to play this position.
When he was younger, he
wanted to play on his friend's
tackle team. But his mom said that she didn't want him to
get brain damage, so he decided to play basketball
instead. Their current football record is 2 wins and 3
losses. Salvador thinks that the season could have been
better, but it's been alright so far. Their last game is on
November 6th against Rio Vista at College Park. Come
support our Falcons!

Abigail London is on the A 1 volleyball team. I asked
Abigail what's her favorite part about volleyball is and her
response was "my favorite part about volleyball is that it is
a team sport and there is
always space to learn
more." When asked why
did she play volleyball
instead of any other
sports she replied, "Well
the thing is, I am trying
out for basketball and
softball and I do play a
sport outside of school." So far, volleyball is undefeated
with one game left to play.
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Synthetic Drugs Are Dangerous
By Naomi Martinez, Jacqueline Chavira, and Jocelyn
Fajardo
According to CNN, mysterious white powder was
found at a house party where several days later high
schoolers were found dead. This happened when a high
schooler name Christan Bjerk was found dead, lying on a
sidewalk not so
far from
his
Grand
Forks,
North
Dakota
home. He had
been
sucked
into drugs and
was also selling
.. them
to
his
friends without
his parents suspecting a thing. A police officer named Mike
Jennings had found white powder that could not be
determined what it was at a house party. The other
highschooler, Elijah Stai, died in the hospital due to his
cousin drugging him. This happened when Elijah was
celebrating his 18th birthday and visited his cousin. When
they got there, his cousin offered him a bag of chocolate
he cooked with white powder and the boy started
hallucinating and died. So this is why kids should not do
drugs or you will end up dead or addicted. So stay
drug-free or else.

Maleficent New Movie.
By Miguel Resendiz and Sandra Y. Gastelum
Angelina Jolie is playing Maleficent for the 2019
sequel with Elle Fanning playing Princess Aurora again.
The first movie came out in 2014, and the new movie was
released on October 18, 2019. The movie is based on how
they work together to save
the magical kingdom they
both share. Maleficent isn't
alone, because there are
more people like her.
Aurora wants to marry
Prince Philip, but Maleficent
won't allow it. The movie
received a 92% rating on
Google users, 43% on
Metacritic, and a 41 % on
Rotten Tomatoes. Maleficent earned a total of $241.4
million in the USA and Canada, and $517.1 million in other
countries, for a worldwide total of $758.5 million against a
budget of $180 million. The movie is a good movie. You
should go watch it.

The Nightmare Before Christmas Review
By Ashton Legaspi, Hunter Chow, Gelina Valdez
The 1993 Halloween/Christmas phenomenon
known as "The Nightmare Before Christmas" was written
by lim Burton. This movie follows the misadventures of the
"Pumpkin King," aka Jack Skellington,
during the winter time. He gets tired of
doing the same old thing and being
scary. So he goes to the forest, and he
ends up finding trees that are portals
to different holidays. The door Jack
went through was the Christmas door
and into the Christmas world. He
becomes fascinated by the Christmas
spirit so he kidnaps Santa and he does
science to try to figure out what the
Christmas spirit is. During the movie,
we meet the character Sally, a Frankenstein women, who
loves Jack. When Jack figures out what the trees do, he
goes out on Christmas Eve. He tries to do Santa's job and
almost gets shot by the military.
The lesson of the story is to be grateful for what
you have. "The Nightmare Before Christmas" has now
become a staple of the holidays so now they basically
have their own section in stores. Whether you believe it's
great or it's meh, we should all watch it in the Halloween
season to get a spooky vibe.

Reg retfu I Posts
By Abigail London, Mariah Lopez, and Rylan Gabbard

2.

You arise in the a.m. after a night out and instantly
reach out for your cell phone to see what the destruction is,
the calls, texts, or social media posts you made that never
would have gone out if you were not using drugs. It's a
common encounter, according to
an analysis released in the journal
Substance Abuse.
For the
analysis, examiners from New
York University surveyed people
about their social media and
phone use while high, and how
they discern about it afterward.
According to thefix.com,
more than half of the studies
participants
have
posted
something while on drugs. Of
those people, 30% of them regretted it. If you post
something that could have you end up in jail, you shouldn't
do it in the first place. A 17-year-old girl was arrested
because a post made on social media when she posted a
picture of pot. Although if you aren't in your right mind,
don't post to social media sites.

Cursive's Necess~rv Need

To Teach

Guys Gun Laws Are Weak!

By Abigail London

By Hunter Chow

Cursive is a debatable topic on whether or not it
should be taught. I believe that cursive should be taught to
children. Cursive used to be mandatory for students to
learn. Now cursive has basically been forgotten.
However some people believe that cursive isn't
necessary. They say that cursive is old and a waste of time
to learn. They have said that
-_-J,-.--,,c- ,d
--,-.e.- -9 ;,
cursive is forgotten like latin - ..a

Lately, there has been an increase in school
shootings or people getting shot and dying young. Take for
example in the CNN article "There have been 22 school
shootings in the U.S. so far this year."
Publlcsuppa,tforotrtc:torlnann1
said Michelle Lou and Christina Walker
1
1awo,z000-.2° s
on January 7, in Belmont, California
:·. where a 17 year old got shot and died
in front of an elementary school. Or on
- -···
July 11, at Hartford, Connecticut, where
- - .. · .-·
a 34 year old man at Bulkeley High
School was shot once in the school
parking lot on his bike. So I believe we
•-·---"·~-- ·:.::·.:..~::·..;_.__ should raise the gun laws or at least
raise the laws on handguns, like
pistols, so that it's harder to get them. However, some
people say if you just raise the age limit to get a gun, then
that wouldn't change anything.
Even though some people believe that it won't do
anything, I disagree because if it's harder to get a gun
legally, where would they get it? In the article: "Where Gun
Laws are Weaker'', there are more mass shootings by
German Lopez, it says "Estimated for 2017, the number of
civilian-owned firearms in the US was 120.5 guns per 100
residents." So if we take some away from the parents, kids
can't take them.
The reason it should only be handguns is because
so far this year everyone shot was shot once so
semi-automatic rifles aren't in the picture. It's harder to
hide a sniper rifle or normal rifle; pistols are the easiest to
hide because they can fit in a backpack. And if we raised
the legal age, we potentially can lower crime. It says,
"where gun laws are weaker, there are more mass
shootings," according to German Lopez. "The US has
nearly six times the gun homicide rate of Canada, more
than seven times that of Sweden, and nearly 16 times that
of Germany."

and doesn't need to be
learned. Even though cursive
used to b~ mandatory som_e
people_ t~mk .that you WIii
learn It m third grade and
never use it again. They say
that cursive has less value
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as you go on in life.
However, I disagree. I think cursive should be
taught in schools. Cursive is like the art of writing. It should
also be taught because you will have a signature to sign
papers and it should be in cursive. Also, according to Katy
Steinmetz, "Her son, a junior in high school, couldn't read
what his history teacher was writing because it was in
cursive, "which brings me to another point. Older people
learned how to read and write in cursive and if they mainly
write in cursive, younger generations will not be able to
read it. According to Kris Smith, "Cursive helps kids with
dyslexia because the letters can't be reversed." This is why
I think cursive should be mandatory to teach.

Skin Cancer Styrofoam
By Emma Watanabe
As a student at Fremont Academy, I am concerned
about our current styrofoam food tray use or our waste of
styrofoam. I urge you to take a stand to this problem.
Schools all around the U.S. use roughly 5.76 billion
food trays within one year, and according to Richardson,
the cafeteria serves an average of 514 lunches per day
which translates to approximately $51.50 in styrofoam
trays everyday. With around 180
days of school, the school

Trump's Impeachment in Office Today
By Mariah Lopez
Do you like our president? Some people want him
impeached, and others don't. Some people say that he
does do everything for the good of
this country. Others say that he
doesn't do anything for this country
and only does things to help
himself and his family. I think that
he isn't helping our country at all.
Other people can argue that he is
one of the best presidents that this
country has ever had. They can
say that he has made almost 4
million jobs since his election, or
that he helped the U..S. win the bidding for who is going to
host the 2028 Summer Olympics, and he also helped the
U.S.-Mexico-Canada's united bid to host the 2026 World
Cup. People on my side say that the U.S. is now stuck with
a broken president, that impeachment is not going to fix
the Donald Trump problem, or that President Trump
doesn't know how to hold his tongue when he needs to.
In 2011, Trump claimed that Barack Obama wasn't
even born in the United States. He said, "If you are going
to be the President of the United States, you have to be
born in this country. And there is a doubt as to whether or
not he was. He doesn't have a birth certificate. He may
have one, but there's something on that, maybe religion,
that says he is a Muslim. Maybe he doesn't want that. But I
will tell you this. If he wasn't born in this country, it's one of
the great scams of all time." He also insulted Senator John
McCain, a tortured Vietnam War veteran by saying, "He's
not a war hero. He was a war hero because he was
captured. I like people who weren't captured." He also
attacked him again by saying, "Only emboldens the
enemy! He's been losing so long he doesn't know how to
win anymore." These are just some of the reasons why I
think President Donald Trump should be impeached.

i'lf:l!b-l)mi~~~►-\~~I~

cafeteria serves around 92,520
lunches which is $47,647,800
\ for ten years worth of styrofoam
~. trays. Now if we used reusable
trays which last 10 to 20 years
~ ~ JUi"'t:feli
and they costing $3.50 and
estimating we have around 1,000 students, that's only
$350,000 for ten years. Within ten years if we switch over
we can save $47,297,800 that could go to clubs, a gym,
better food, more class field trips, and more class supplies.
Now you may say that we should not use reusable
trays. You may say that it takes a lot of time to clean 1,000
trays a day and it's too much work. Well, I would rather be
saving our future generations from skin cancer and saving
our planet by doing that little extra to keep our ozone safer.
There are also ways to make it easier for use to clean
them like you can have soapy tubs ready for them to be
put in so that once you throw away your trash, you just
stick them in there and boom you're done.
Lastly, Green Dining Alliance says, "styrofoam
utilizes its chemical cousins which does harm to the ozone
layer so," if we continue to harm our ozone layer like we
do, our planet will increase the surface UVB ultraviolet.
Now you may be asking how that'll affect me or ok, so
what? Well, when we damage our ozone layer, it increases
the risk of skin cancer.
w

Price

$25
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Date
August 21-0ctober 31
November 1-January 31
February 1- April 3
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Reuse, Reduce. Recycle

Gav Marriage

By Carolynn Nguyen

By Nick Atashbar

As someone who cares about Earth and animals, I
believe that everyone should reuse, reduce and recycle.
According to the website Story Of Stuff, plastics are
made out of fossil fuels like oil, natural gas and coal. So,
when extracting these fossil fuels, oil spills and
groundwater pollution are also part of the picture. To make
these fossil fuels into plastics, it requires large chemical
processing plants which let out a lot of pollution in the air.
Out of the 8.3 billion tons of plastic produced worldwide
since the 1950s, only 9% of it got recycled. Recycling can
save a lot of money
and energy instead of
making products out
of virgin materials.
According to
Global Citizen, 73%
of beach litter is
plastic. As a result,
1.1 million seabirds and marine animals are dying of plastic
every year. Additionally, 90% of all birds and fishes are
believed to have microplastics in their stomachs from
consuming other sea animals. These microplastics clog
digestive tracts and pierce organs which causes death. Not
recycling your plastic can cause the death of millions of
animals.
Some people say that recycling costs too much,
however, if we don't do anything about it, it will cost us our
future. Even though a plastic water bottle costs a few cents
when recycled, a little can go a long way. People with
sense to recycle gets cents. With the money you earn, you
can help the planet by buying environmentally friendly
items, such as solar panels or a composter.
To conclude, I believe that everyone should reuse,
reduce and recycle for the greater good.

Recent news states that in China, a man sued
another man for gay marriage because according to
Japanese law, foreign nationals married to Japanese in
heterosexual marriages are granted long-term residence
status upon arrival in Japan, but those in same-sex
marriages are not. I believe gay marriages should be
allowed because gay people can love whoever they want
to love, and they can't be forced to love the opposite
gender. The person should not be discouraged for who or
what they love.
They should be
encouraged for
what they want
to do in their
life. However,
some
people
think
gay
marriages
be
should
illiegal. Some
people
even
believe it would be bad for gay couples to adopt and have
a family. I disagree because gay people all over the globe
should have the ability to do what they want in their lives.
Some people believe everyone should be loving the
opposite gender, but according to freedomtomarry.org,
"Millions stood up for what is right by engaging their loved
ones and fellow citizens in often challenging conversations,
and by working to end in justice." If people were to be
forced to love the opposite gender then gay people would
be sad and depressed. If we continue to help those who
love the same gender, then those who love their own
gender will be happy to share with others and be free. I
strongly believe gay marriage should be allowed. I hope
this article changed your opinion on gay marriages or
strenghtened your opinion to say yes to gay marriages.

Cloning Cats, Cows, Humans?

Smoking Smarties

By Jesus Lupian

By Rylan Gabbard

One day in July, scientists decided to clone a
sheep. This raised some eyebrows, and some controversy,
but I personally believe that animals should be cloned.
Cloning animals can be very very beneficial. So far in the
years 1996-2019,
two major cloning
cases have been
done. The animals
cloned
were
monkeys and one
sheep, the latest
major one being
the
monkeys
Zhong Zhong and
Hua Hua. The two monkeys were two successful cases of
cloning, and they were the only two successes out of 79
attempts.
However, some people believe that animals should
not be cloned. In Dolly's case because she died of arthritis,
people are trying to blame the cloning by saying that
"Cloning speeds up the aging process of that animal,
causing it to die quicker." Also, in the sheep case, people
feared that they would die if they ate the meat from that
sheep. The website FDA: Meat of Cloned Animals Safe to
Eat - WebMD states that on January 15, 2008 the FDA
concluded that the meat and milk from cloned animals is
entirely safe to eat.
I believe if an animal species is close to extinction,
then cloning those animals can benefit that species by
bringing its population numbers up, so we could potentially
never run out of meat again. Since animals like rhinos and
elephants can be cloned, poaching of these animals would
go down because there would be more of them. A doctor
named Dr. Thompson says, "It's important not to just
announce a wonderful discovery like cloning, but to really
let people know that you took some pains to think about
these kinds of issues and that there is motivation for doing
it that are nobler than just making a buck."

The new addiction is smoking Smarties, and this is
bad for human health. If the crushed up smartie powder
gets up your nose when snorting, it allegedly can attract
maggots to come and feed off the sugar in your nose. Kids
who smoke Smarties have a
risk of dying. I believe that
smoking smarties is bad for you
and can potentially cause
severe conditions that infect the
lungs.
However, some people
believe that smoking smarties is
just a fad that is harmless to the
human health. They use the
excuse that the sugar will just dissolve in their lungs and
noses, which it will, but it is dangerous because maggots
allegedly will still feed on the dissolved sugars. They also
say that the sugars from the smarties is not going into their
lungs and just into their throats after which they just blow it
back out. Some people just pour the powder onto their
tongues and blow it out, yet this still causes powder to go
into your lungs because you need to take a breath which
will force some powder into your lungs.
Two different websites both state that smoking
Smarties is bad for you. On Fox News, Oren Friedman, a
Mayo Clinic nose specialist, cautioned that frequent use
could lead to infections or even worse, albeit rare,
conditions, such as maggots inside the nose. On CBS
news in an email to parents, Phyllis Faust, Interim Principal
at Hewitt-Trussville Middle School in Trussville, Ala., wrote:
"Due to the potential danger, I have made it clear to our
students that possession of Smarties (or similar candy) will
result in a Class II offense." On the Candy Professor, there
was a candy that was considered being made, but they
decided not to because it promoted inhaling the candy, and
teens are already doing that with Smarties.
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Drug Awareness

Across
4. when people try to get clean from drugs
6. the dried flowers ot a cannabis plant
10. the addictive ingredient in tobacco
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happens when drugs cause negative effects
a water used to smoke tobacco
symptoms after a drug is reduced or stopped
an intoxicating substance
something that you cant get over with
a machine you use to inhale vapor
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Why Two Tardy Bells?
By Ricardo M. Emma W. and Kurtis W.
Around the school we asked should there not be
two tardy bells for the PE. Most of the 6th, 7th, and 8th
said yes, there should not be a second tardy bell, and
there was even one full class in agreement. Here's an
example of why we shouldn't have a second bell: "You
walk in late after running from the office because you had
to grab something, then you were given a trady even
though you got changed out and were on your number in
time.
Other students complained about the girls locker
room not being open on time. Many said they didn't have
enough time to put on their shoes. Teachers said that kids
should be on time to the locker room and on their numbers
and that if it's your first time being late into the locker room
they let it go.
One student claimed that she was given a trady
even though it was her first time being late. One student
said, "technically going into the locker room is not your
class, but being on your number is the beginning of the
class," We conducted a survey of six different classes, two
of each grade, and here was the following response to
"Should there NOT be two tardy bells?" What do you think?

Drugs Are Like Buqs
By Heavenlee, Andrea, Jacqueline
Mind pollution
there is no solution
except the substitution.
It's not cool to us~ the juul
You're a fool if you think smoking is cool
You do pot
you get caught
Too much drama with marijuana
Cocaine is insane
And nicotine is obscene
All green is a mean scheme
Give Hugs not drugs
Live a healthy life
Red
Then a get a good wife
Ribbot1
Drugs aren't worth it
Week
Nobody deserves it
Prvg-Fm Aurica
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Across
2 • the undead that can walk u pon us
3. the thing that hold9 your candy
4 • currency that is used to buy the candy and costume
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Red Ribbon Week
By Chris Mandocdoc, Annie Vu, and Emma Bui
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From Wednesday, October 23rd, to Thursday,
October 31st, ASB will be starting Red Ribbon Week. The
purpose of these daily activities is to raise awareness
about the use of drugs, especially vaping . Here are the
activities:
Wednesday. October 23rd:Unity Day- Wear as much
orange as you can.
Thursday, October 24th: Door Decorating ContestDecorate your advisory
i,ddoor with decorations to
~
send a message about
drug awareness. The
doors will be judged on
Friday, November 1st.
Friday, October 25th: Support Red Ribbon Week- Sign
the Falcon Poster if you want to be drug and tobacco free!
Monday, October 28th: Drug Information Week- Look for
ASB at lunch to test your knowledge!
Tuesday, October 29th: Wear Red Tuesday- Wear as
much red as you can and come color your favorite
Anti-Drug page in the cafeteria during lunch.
Wednesday, October 30th: Bump Out Drugs- Students
can play Bump Out Basketball during lunch (4 players per
game).
Thursday, October 31st: Fremont's Fall Fest Costume
Day- Wear a costume! Scare all the drugs away!
Friday, November 8th: Shade Out Drugs- Wear
sunglasses, to shade out them druggies. 8)
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Advisor: Ms. Sweet

Journalism Students: Nick A, Vianney C, Hunter C, Janet F, Rylan G. Karla H,
Andrew H, Ashton L, Abigail L, Mariah L, Jesus L, Ricardo M, Josiah M, Andrea M,
Carolynn N, Angel R, Heavenlee R, Hannah S. Jacqueline U, Gelina V, Emma W,
Kurtis W, Kayla Y, Kaylani B, Katherine B, Emma B, Jacqueline C, Jocelyn F. Sandra
G, Jaden G, Israel G, Bryan J, Chris M, Naomi M. Miguel R, Sofia R, Sophia R, An V

